Website Design & Build

Websites

What is the service?
We design and build websites for industrial businesses in engineering,
manufacturing and logistics. We’ve worked with many content
management systems but have found WordPress to be the most intuitive,
creative and able to manage the most diverse mix of media. It’s also
easy to maintain for you to manage in-house and has lower set-up and
maintenance costs.

Why might you need a new website?
There are a number of reasons why you might want to improve, re-design
or completely rebuild your website, you may:

•
•
•
•

What does the process involve?
We will have a conversation to find out:

• your reasons for wanting a new website
• what functionality and special features you will require such as
calculators or e-commerce

• how many pages you are likely to need
• what style of website you like and dislike

have an old site with outdated content and architecture

• what you admire about your competitors’ websites

be going through a re-brand or want to appeal to a new audience

• what assets you already have such as product or people images,

have expanded your product or service offering
want to make it more visible, easily searchable and linked to
generating sales

• have an overseas HQ managed website that doesn’t offer flexibility
for your local market

video, icons specific to your brand personality

• whether you will require any gated pages
• if you will manage the website or would like us to
• if you will need training for your inhouse team
Then, we will audit your current site to see where it performs well and
where it could be improved in terms of design, structure, functionality
and SEO.
We will develop a proposal to include timeframes and cost with examples
of some suitable themes for your website and will map out the structure
and layout (create a wireframe). This will then be amended and approved,
and we will source assets such as images and logos before proceeding
with the website build.
At the same time, the copy will be written for each of the pages to suit the
tone and messaging you would like to convey to your audiences.
Resources and downloadable content that you would like to share with
visitors to your website will be uploaded such as case studies, whitepapers,
news and social feeds before we hand over the management.
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Once you’ve approved the final changes to your website it will go live. If
you’re planning to manage it inhouse we will hand it over to you at this
point and provide training as required.
If your website is managed by a head office outside of the UK, you may
want us to develop a microsite so that you can control it at a local level and
gain access to vital data. Data that can be analysed to provide invaluable
insight into what your audience is looking for, where web traffic is coming
from and what the journey is once they visit your website based on dwell
time, bounce rate etc.

What do you need to provide?

We will need your brand guidelines as part of the brief and approval at
each stage of the process – proposal, wireframe, design and copy.
We will also need you to supply existing assets – images, logos, videos
and documents.

What’s the expected lead-time from start
to finish?
1.

For an average website with 20 to 40 pages, the pre-build stage takes
7-10 days. The build, approval and editing stage takes 4-6 weeks until
final sign-off which is when your website will go live. If you’re managing
it inhouse we will hand it over to you at this point.
If you require training this will take 2-4 hours depending on your
experience of websites.

2. A microsite of 6-10 pages with a smooth approval process will take three
weeks from brief to launch.
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How much does it cost?
The cost depends on the size and complexity of the website but an average
cost based on our hourly rate of £120 is:

• A microsite of 6-10 pages - £3,840
• A website with 10-20 pages - £5,760
• A website with 20-40 pages - £8,640
Additional costs include hosting (£35 per month), monthly
maintenance, training, SEO, e-commerce set-up and/or
management, content creation, photography and logo creation.
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For advice, insight and a results driven approach to your
websites please get in touch.
Milton Keynes Challenge House Sherwood Drive Bletchley Milton Keynes MK3 6DP
T +44 (0)1908 533253
Manchester Emerson Business Centre Regent House Heaton Lane Stockport Cheshire SK4 1BS
T +44 (0)161 4011880
E info@4cm.co.uk | W 4cm.co.uk

4CM | Over 35 years of experience in B2B marketing, PR and digital content | Members of the MTA and BMC. Accredited to the CMS standard.

